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Introduction* 

I n an attempt to combine thc allcgcd crcdibiJity enhancing aspects of a long term 
conunitment to a fixed exchange rate with the short term flexibility of tluctuating 

rates, sorne countries are moving tu unilateral target zones for their exchange rates. 
Rcccnt thcoretical considerations show that opening a target zone can incrcasc the 
amount of monetary policy flexibility wilhout giving up the commitment to low 
inflation (Svcnsson, 1992) and that unilateral target zones can survive a surprisingly 
long time (Dumas and Svensson, 1991). Further, Krugman and MiHer (1993) argue 
that if traders use so-called "slop-loss" trading rules, target zones can change destabi
lizing spcculation into stabilizing speculation. The increased flexibility that a targct 
zone arrangement gives the stabilizing characteristics o[ crediblc fixcd cxchange rate 
regimes provides a rationale for adopting unilateral target zones especially in Latin 
Amcrica. 

The purpose of this study is tu gauge thc performance of unilateral target zone 
arrangcmcnts in two Latin American countries, Mexico and Chile. In doing so wc look 
at the institutional and historical evolution of these exchange rate regimes. We then 
deal with performance in a more formal fashion by looking at the stochastic behaviur 
of thc exchange rates and at the credibility of the target zones using tcchnlques 
developed by Svensson (1991) and Chen and Giovannini (1992a, 1992b, and 1993). 
The results indicate both thc Chilean and Mexican arrangements have been credible. 
Further, the Mexican band concentrated on stabilizing the exchange ratc in order to 
slow inflation while the Chilean zone emphasizes nominal exchange rate flexihility 
to preserve real exchangc ratc stability. 1 Finally, the probability distributions of the 
cxchange rates within the hands indicate that the Mexican authorities havc intervened 
heavily while the exchange rate is in the band, while the Chilean central bank has 
intervened mainly when the exchange rate reached the upper or lower limit of the band. 

But the arrangements themselves took very different forms in each of these 
countries. Mexico imposed a nominal cxchange rate band with a fixed floor and a 
cciling which depreciates at a set amount per da y. The Chilean band, on the other hand, 
sets a central parity with the objective of maintaining the real exchangc ratc. The width 
of the band has been varied between 5% and 10% over time. The difficult task is to 
glean which arrangcmcnt succeeds in attaining which objectives. 

Gauging the usefulness of these different furms of targct zones necessarily 
involves the considcration of thc policymakers' objectives for the zone. In both the 

*Raúl A Peliz, Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económica~; John H. Wt:lch, Federal Reserve 
Bank of Dalias. Prepared for the Western Economic Association lnternational 68"' Annual Conference, 
Lake Tahoe, June 20-24 '1993. Without implicating Thornas Willett, we would !ike to thank him for his 
cxccllcnt commcnts. All crrors and umissiuns are the sole responsibility of the authors. TI1e contents 
reflect solely the authors' own views and should not be associatcd with the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Dalias or the Federal Reserve System. 

1 For a discussion ofthe trade-offs, see Welch and McLeod (1~~3). 
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Mexican and Chilcan cases, the movement to a more flexible exchangc ratc is related 
to the memories of the collapse of their fixed exchangc regimes at the heginning of the 
1980s. Until then, both countrics had tried to use their do llar exchange rates as nominal 
anchors for thc domestic price level. Tn the subsequent period, each country used the 
nominal exchange rate to improve their current account deficits by trying to maintain 
the real exchange rale. lnflation, cspccially in the Mexican case, remaineJ unlil vcry 
rcccntly stubbornly high. 

Since 1988, Mexico has purposcly slowed the rate of depreciation of the peso 
below thc rate of inflation in an effort to bring inflation down in conjunction with wage 
and price guidelines and massive fiscal adjustmcnt. 2 The idea is that a fixed exchange 
rate m"rangement is only sustainable with low inflation. Hence, a commitment toa fixed 
or slowly depreciating exchange rate is a commitment to low inflation. Seen in these 
terms, Mexicans have recently givcn grcat importance to low inflation. Chileans, 
despite full íiscal ad_justment, are more concemed with externa! balance and have tried 
to maintain current account surpluses in the facc of increased capital inflows. Conse
quently, inflation has fallen more slowly than in the Mexican case. 

Such a brief background to the adoption of the target zoncs leaves out many 
important historical considerations leading to the adoption of these exchange rate 
arrangements. Though a full description lies beyond the scope of this paper, we now 
briefly consider the historical performance of thc Mcxican and Chilean target zones. 

The Mexican Target Zone 

On November 10, 1991, thc Banco de México announced that it would dccrcase the 
ratc of crawl ofthe peso from 40 to 20 centavos a day and only the asking price would 
m ove. The objective was to increasc thc bid-ask spread to 60 pesos by March 15, 1992 
in the interbank market. The risk of such a move was that market participants would 
view itas a signa! that the exchange rate was no longer viable and that the govemment 
could no longer honor its commitment to lower inflation. The reaction to thc band, 
howcvcr, was just the opposite. Bankers viewed an arrangement which decreased the 
Banco de México'srole in the foreign exchange market as vecypositive. Subsequently, 
the peso moved to thc strong edge of the band (appreciated in nominalterms). Thc 
reaction and the importance of giving the peso/dollar exchangc rate more market 
flexibility seemed to ha ve convinced thc Mexican authorities to widen the zone. 

On March 13, 1992, the Banco de México chose to continue widcning thc band 
instead of resuming the asking-price slippage of 20 pesos a day. The objective was to 
ha ve a 5% band by the end of the year. The ability of the foreign exchange markct 
to handle large movements in dollars clearly improved by the opcning of the band in 
addition to decreasing the costs of stcrilization.ln the week begining March 19, a large 

2 Thc rclationship between inilation and devaluations is still controversia\. For a review of these 
issues, see McLeod and Welch ( 1993). 
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foreign secunttes firm removed $500 million from thc market in one day which 
represents roughly 20% of thc total daily volume ($3 hillion), for end of fiscal year 
cleanup. Tn the past, such a transaction would have caused a panic anda run on the peso 
with all the correspunding financial chaos. In this case, however, the peso depreciated 
from 3062 to 3090. The operation was reversed the folluwing wcck and the peso 
appreciated back tu around 3061. At no time did the peso threaten to go above the top 
of the target zone. Cal m reigned in the interbank market until May ami thc zonc was 
never close to being threatened. Small movcmcnts in the peso, however, caused sorne 
minor losscs to brokers who are mostly long in pesos (dueto the interest differenlial). 
The losses are smaller than the transaction costs uf covered hcdging. Consequently, a 
latent demand for expanding the current forward (cobertura market) ora futures market 
for dollars has bccn building. 

In M ay and June 1992, Mexican financial markets became nervous and illiquid. 
These developments seemingly camc indcpendent of economic fundamentals. Poreign 
reserves continued to rise, inflation continued to fall, manufacturing exports continued 
to grow, and the public sector borrowing rcquirement will be negative this year. The 
lack of liquidity stemmed from actions taken hy the Banco de México in early April to 
decrease the hanking system's exposure to fureign loans by limiting the foreign 
exchange liabilities of banks to 10% of total asscts. Banks then started prepaying their 
loans from forcign sources in late April and early May. Additionally, the new pension 
program carne on line which had to be funded by the banks dccrcasing available credit 
for other purposes. All this <:ombined to push intcrest rates up and weakened the peso 
within the interbank market target zone (figure 1 ). The interest rate on Cetes moved 
out of a range compatihle with complete credibility of the exchangc ratc target zone. 

Mexican markets continued extrcmcly volatile during the U.S. presidential year 
as the future of the North American Free Trade Agreement negotiations beeame am
biguous. Mexico's financia! markets are very sensitive to such news hecause Mexico's 
eeonomie polieics are based u pon an ever increac;ing integration with the United S tates. 
The Banco de México continued to keep interest rates high at around 17% to bring 
inflation closer to the U.S.level. 

By August, the exchange rate in the interbank market had been effectively 
stabilized by the Banco de México (figure 1). But expectations of devaluation wcre still 
strong. Capital moved in and out of Mexico according to these expectations and 
dcvclopments on the stock market. 

Complicating matters were losses emanating from thc low real interest rates on 
an issuc of inílation indexed bonds (Ajustabonos). The June 17 auetion at which the 
Ajustabonos were sold set the real interest rate at 3.5% per year bcforc the recent 
increase in interestrates. A good portionofthcse bonds were purchao;ed hy fixed income 
rnoney market accounts which were paying higher interest rates to fund their position. 
Losses are estimated at around $1 billion. Further, thc recentJy privatized Banco 
Internacional had a Jarge portion of its money market portfolio in these bonds. The 
imminent large losses were avoided by a swap with the Mexican government at par of 
Ajustabunos for Cetes which are earning 17%. Thc mancuver created turmoil because 
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Figure 1 
Mexico: Interbank Daily Exchange Rates and Target Zones 

Novernber 11, 1991to June 11, 1993 

Change from $0.0002 to $0.0004 rate per day 

w~ak Edg~ 

\ Peso&IUS$ 

the other banks demanded equal treatment. The problems ultimately led lo lhe relaxa
tion of the restrictions on foreign borrowing by Mcxican banks and the prohlems 
seem to ha ve abatcd for now. 

The zeal to bring inflation down in Mexico slowed economic growth dramatically 
in the second half of 1992 to around 2.5% as opposed to the expected 4.0%. The U.S. 
presidcntial clcction campaigns increased the uncertainty surrounding the ratificalion 
of NAFrA and subsequently increased uncertainly in Mexico. Coupled with the ever 
increasing current account deficit, this uncertainty caused outflows of capital and 
pressure on the exchange rate from September to November 1992. In Novcmber 1992, 
the Mexican government decided as parl of its rcncgotiated Pacto that the target zone 
would be widened at a fastcr pace. 

The reaction by the market has been surprisingly favorable. The exchangc ratc 
immediately started appreciating within the band, upward pressure on interest rates 
turned into downward pressure, the stock market continued a recovery, and foreign 
capital started pouring back into Mexico. The Banco de México's foreign reserve 
position conlinues to strcngthcn and output growth seems to be improving. 

The Chilean Target Zone 

The collapse of thc fixcd cxchangc ratc rcgime in Chile in 1982 put serious pressure 
on the financia! system due mainly to the increase in foreign debt servicing. Since the 
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Figure 2 
Chilean Target Zonc, 19H5-1992 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

fi_nancial collapse of 1982, Chilcans have expJicitly tried to maintain a cheap real value 
of the peso to maintain output and profitability of exports. Exchange rate policy 
nonetheless has gone through a number of changcs cspecially in terms ofthe width and 
central parity of the exchange rate band. 

Between 1982 and 1985, Chileans followed an explicit sliding peg without 
fluctuation bands based upon the "acuerdo" parity sct by the central bank. Tn 1985, the 
Chileans opened a band of 2% on each side of this central parity. What distinguishes 
and complicates the analysis of the credibility of the Chilean band is the fact that 
realignment of the central parity is continuous. Figure 2 depicts the evolution of the 
exehange rate and the target zone since 1985.3 

A number of observations can be made about thc cvolution of the target zone. 
First, the exchange rate has tended to stay near one ofthe edges of the band. Ilelpman 
and Leiderman (1992) argue that this reflects concerns with fluctuations in the pricc of 
copper. Brisk fluctuations move the rale from one cdge of band to the other. These 

J For a brief comparison of the Chilean band with the Israelí band, see Hclpman and Lcidcnnan 
(1992). 
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movements have at times caused not only a large change in the central parily but also 
a widening ofthe band. The frrst oeeurred in January 1988 when the hand was widened 
to ± 3%. 

It was widened again to ± 5% in J une 1989. In each of these cases, these widen ings 
or rcalignments occurred when the exchange rate was bumping against the upper edge 
of the band. However, Chile, as well as Mexico and the rcst of Latin Amcrica, began 
to experience large capital inílows starting in 1990 and the exchange rate moved to the 
bottom of the hand. 

Sterilizing these capital inflows -that is the purehase of $4.5 billion in 1991 and 
1992 by thc central bank-bccame significant. On January 23, 1992, the central bank 
undertook a large realignment of the central parity but this time it took thc fonn of a 
5% appreciation ofthc peso anda widening ofthe band to 10%. Capital has continued 
to flow to Chile despite this appreciation of the nominal (and of the real) peso dollar 
exchange rate and efforts to slow this inilow by throwing "spanners in the wheels" of 
capital account transactions. These measures include a) moving to a basket of curren
cíes as opposed to the do llar as the basis of changing thc central parity and b) the 
establishment of a 20% reserve rcquircment for 90 days (later extended to one year) 
on foreign credits (Zahler, 1992; Banco Central de Chile, 1992). 

The Chilean central bank has concentrated mainly on thc flcxibility of the target 
zone. They are willing to givc up a certain amount of higher inflation (or slower 
deceleration of inflation) to maintain their real exchange rate (Dombusch and Fisher, 
1992) and accornmodate externa! shocks such as ehangcs in the intemational price of 
copper (Helpman and Lcidcrman, 1992) and capital flows (Zahler, 1992). 

The Stochastic Properties of the Target Zones 

In order to look at the slochastie propertics of cxchange rates in target zones, we need 
to earetUlly describe the different detetminants of its hehavior. The most useful way to 
do sois to decompose the value of the (log of the) exchange rate, s1 , into the central 
parity of the target zone, c

1 
, and the deviation from the central parity, xt 

s,=c,+x1 (1) 

Herc, by definition, -L1 ~ x1 
~ L

1 
where L

1 
is the radius or distance between the central 

parity and the boundaries of the band. 
Figures 3 and 4 dcpict the Mexican and Chilean exchange rate movements within 

the bands. These numbers were generated by subtracting the central parity from the 
observed exchange rate. Notice that the Mexican exchange rate tends to stay in thc mid
d1e of the band and displays a large degree of mean reversion. The Chilean exchange 
rate has stayed close to the edges ofthe band, toward the top in its early years and later 
in the 1980s toward thc bottom. 
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Figure 3 
Mcxico: Dcviations of Pcso/$US from Central Parity 
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A usual assumption is that ofuncovered interest ratc parity where the (log) interest 
rate differential equals thc cxpcctcd rate of (overall) depreciation 

(2) 

Taking first differences of equation (1) and substituting into equation (2) yields 

o,~ E[t.c,II,] + E[t.x,l/,] (3) 

Now thc interest rate differential equals the expected realignment of the central 
parity plus the expected depreciation within the baml. We can use this relationship to 
estimate the size ofthe expected rcalignmcnts. The interest rate differential is observed. 
Therefore, to get a me asure of expected realignments, we need to estimate the stochastic 
behavior of the exchange rate within the band. Once we do this, we can then say 
somcthing about the credibility of the target zone.s in question. 

The behavior of the exchange rate within the band, however, is of somc intcrcst 
in itsclf. Krugman's (1991) original model shows that in a credible exchange rate 
regime, the mere existence of the target zone will tend to stabilize exchange rates 
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Figure 4 
Chile: Deviations ofPeso/$US from Central Parity, 1985-1992 
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implying a nonlinear relationship between the exchangc ratc and so-called "fundamen
tals". Least squares estimatcs of this nonlinear relationship, namely Flood, Rose, and 
Mathieson (1992), have not found evidence of this so-called "honcymoon" relation
ship. However, such projection equation methods do not explicitly account for the 
possible nonlinearity introduced by thc targct zone. Specifically, assuming movements 
in thc cxchange rate are normal when in fact they are bounded, creates an cstimation 
prohlem. 

Chen and Giovannini ( 1992a and 1992h) formulate a projection estimatiun 
procedure using a Box-Cox transformation which does not dcpcnd as highly on the 
assumption about the projection cquation error because it assumes only that the prob
ability dcnsity function falls within a whole family of distributions, the Pierson family. 
The Box-Cox transformation is performed un the position of the exchange rate in the 
target zone. 

(4) 
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Their transfonnation enjoys a number of advantages. First, the transforrnation is 
unbounded despite the target zone and convenlional estimation techniques are appro
priate. Second, this transforrnalion locates thc cxchange rate within the band through 
the ratio of thc distance of the exchange rate within the band and the lower limit of thc 
hand to the distance of the exchange rate within thc band and the upper limit of the 
band. 

We can use least squares to estimate the position ofthc cxchangc rate within the 
band in the following projcction cquation 

(5) 

The independent variable Z can include any conditioning elements on x, . We 
include various measures of interest rate differentials, pasl values of y1 , and dummy 
variables for realignments which in thc case of Mexico too k the form of increasing the 
ratc of dcvaluation ofthe top ofthe hand and for Chile changes in the siz:es ofthc bands. 

The results of this estimation using the Newcy and West ( 1985) estimator of the 
variance-covariancc matrix appear in table 1 for Mexico and table 2 for Chile. Although 
we will use this projection equation later to estimate confidcnce intervals for the 
expected realignment and dcprcciation within the band when gauging the credibility 
ofthc target zones, these results reveal an important chara<.1erislic ofboth targct zoncs. 
Specifically, the estimates ofthe pararneter B which measurcs the persistence of changes 
in the exchange rate within the band are significantly less than one for both Mexico 
and Chile. This lndicates a large amount of mean reversion that is, large positive 
(negative) changes in the deviation frorn central parity that today are offset hy negative 
(positive) deviations tomorrow. We take this as primafacie evidence of Krugman's 
(1991) "honeymoon effect" although such a conclusion is nol as strong as prcviously 
thought (Rose and Svensson, 1992). 

Now wc would like to estimate the shape ofthe probability distribution of Xr using 
equation (5). Todo this we look at the transformation 

(L,+x,) 
Yr=y+8y;=3In Lt-.xt . (6) 

As in Giovannini and Chen (1992), we assume that y has the standard normal 
distribution N(O,l), Then the distribution of x1 , givcn the lower and upper hounds, is 
dcfincd by the parameters y and 3. When y= O, xt has a symmetric density function 
while the density function converges to the normal as 3 tends to infinity. 

Once we have found thcsc pararnctcrs we can estimate the distrihution function 
of x through the change in the variables transforrnation 

j(x,, = 12 <l>(v,) = J <l>(v,) (7) 
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Table 1 
Projcction Equation for the Exchange Rate MEX$/l JS$ 

y;+ 711 = a 0 + a1 D~ + up¡ + PJ'1 + 8(i1_J- i¡ -) 
Degrees of Freedom: 269, R 2 - 0.3734 

Standard Error: 0.8224 

Variables 

Constant 

D, 

Y, 

(i¡- i~) 

( . "')' 1r 1r 

Parameters 

a, 
a, 
~ 

:r.e} 
m 

D = Realignment dummy November, 1992. 
i1 - Mexican interest rate on 3 month CDs. 
i~ = U.S. interest rate on 3 month CDs. 

Coejficients 

9.4029 

3.5173 

0.5918 

-1.6702 

0.0706 

Table 2 

Std. Hrrors 

3.5173 

0.6241 

0.1444 

O.ó403 

0.0290 

Projection Equation for thc .Exchange Rate CH$/lJS$ 

y;+ 20 = O'.o + a,v; + a2D¡ + ~Yr + B(ir i- ~~- i) 

Degrees ofFreedom: 83, R': 0.4447 
Standard b'rror: 2.4437 

Variables Parumeler~· 

Constant fl. 

D, a, 
D, a., 

n, a, 
Y, ~ 

e .,l t,-l¡ e 
0 1 = Rcaligmnent rlummy Januruy, 1988. 
D1 = Realignmcnt dummy Junc, 1989. 
D1 = Realignment dummy January, 1992. 
i1 = Chilean interest rate on 3 month CDs. 
i; = U.S. inLerest rate on 3 month CDs. 

Coefficiems 

l.H 174 

-1.7525 

-1.5560 

-1.7525 

0.5239 

-().0619 

Standard LJev. 

0.7140 

0.6690 

1.2483 

0.6690 

0.1239 

0.034 
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Table 3 
Unconditional Density Curve for the Rxchange Rate MEX$/US$ 

_____________ o ________________________ Y __________ __ 

1.03422 
(0.039526) 

Table 4 

0.09006 

(0.0552) 

Unconditional Density Curve for the Exchange Rate CII$/US$ 

0.3226 
(0.0235) 

y 

0.0529 
(0.1031) 

where J is the Jacobian matrix of y and <l>(.) is the standard normal density function. 
Then the log likelihood function for x1 is 

l = ~)nl + ~n<l>(y,) (R) 

T T 

We maximize this likelihood function to estimate y and O. These estimates appcar 
in table 3 for Mexico and table 4 for Chile. Using these cstimates, we generated graphs 
of the density functions for the exchange rate movements in the bands pictured in 
figures 5 and 6. The Mexican density function is symmetric and almost normal. This 
means that the Banco de México tends to intcrvene inside the band instead of when the 
exchangc rate reaches the edge of the hand. On the other hand, the density function of 
the Chilean band is bimodal and U-shaped. This is thc shape predicted by the Krugman 
model with marginal intcrvcntion or intervention at the boundaries. 

11 
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Figure 5 
Unconditional Dcnsity Curve for Dcviations from Central Parity of $"MRX/$US 

-1.8 -1.2 -0.6 no O.fi 

The Credibility ofthe Target Zone 

A prcssing policy question for central hanks concems the credibility of the bands. Most 
ofthese tests try to gauge in sorne way market expectations about possible realignments 
and therefore are grounded in uncovered interest rate parity (UIP). A number uf 
techniques have been developed. We will concenlrate on two of them. The simplest 
was developed by Svensson (1991) who calculated credibility bounds on interest rates 
implicd by UIP when the target zone is credible. Using the notation of equation (3) and 
assuming the band is credible, that is the central parity deprcciatcs at the announced 
rate C, then the maximum (log) interest rate differential consistent with a credible target 
zone, ornax> is determined by 

(lO) 

Analogously, the minimum interest rate differential is 

(11) 

where xmin::; O. 
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Figure 6 
Unconditional Density Curve for Dcviations from Central Parity of Chilean Peso 
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These relationships <.:an be written in lcvcl form as 

(12) 

(13) 

where Smaxis the exchange rate at the top ofthe exchange rate band, Sminis theexchangc 
rate at the bottom of the band, and S1 is the spot levcl of the exchange rate. imax is the 
maximum domcstic interest cate consistent with a credihle exchange rate band assuming 
no risk premium applies and financia! markets are perfectly integratcd. Thc bottom of 
the band (im¡J is similar! y calculated using thc bottom of the exchange rate band. 

Pigure 7 shows these hounds and 91 day Cetes rates for Mexico during their Larget 
zone experience. The interpretation of the band is straightf01ward. lfthe Cetes interest 
rate is within the credibility hand, the expected rate of devaluation reflected in inter
est rate differentials is consistent with the ex<.:hange ratc staying within the target zone 

13 
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Figure 7 
Mcxico: 91-Day Cetes Tnterest Rates and Credibility Bounds 

November 7, 1991 to June 11, 1993 
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ami, therefore, thc targct zonc is credible. If interest rates are above the top of the 
credibility hand, expected devaluation brings the exchange ratc outsidc thc zone, and, 
the zone lacks credibility. One should keep in mind that this definition of credibility is 
(overly) strict. It docs not allow for risk premia and the like. 

The interest rate moved closer and finally entered lhe crcdibility bound in late 
February 1992 and stayed there until May. Subscquently, the peso moved to the top of 
the exchangc ratc band and interest cates rose outside the credibility band. The reasons 
hehind this reversa!, which are described below, are many and do not necessarily have 
anything todo with credibility. But this graph is an interesting gauge ofthe credibility 
of thc cunent exchange rate re gime. 

Interest rates stayed outside ofthe band unlil thc August appreciation widened the 
credibility band to incorporatc thc Cetes rate. But the exchange rate pressure of 
September to November, prohahly related to the U.S. presidential elections, again 
showed a marked lack of credibility on thc part of the band. The decision to open the 
band faster in November, 1992 widened the credibility band as the peso appreciatcd 
and now the indicators are that the exchange rate arrangemcnt cnjoys a high level of 
credibility. Interestingly, thc unprcccdcntcd reaction of the Mexican market accords 
well with the analysis of McLeod and Welch (1991). 

The Chilean credibility bounds are depictcd in figure 8. In order to calculate these 
bounds wc must either assume the market has perfect foresight about the central parity 
because the central parity is adjusted according lo past inílation ratcs or we must devise 
cxpcctations about this parity. For the Svensson ( 1991) tests, we will assume that the 
market knows the central parity three months ahead with certainty. However, the eco
nom.ic intcrprctation of thcsc bounds is notas straightforv.rard as the Mexican graphs. 
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Figure R 

Chile: Credihility Bounds for 3-munth CD lnterest Rates 
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We will deal more formally with this problem above. Unfortunatcly, the Svensson 
(1991) test generales circular conclusions in thal the central parity is automatically 
adjusted to a credible level and thercfore is always credible. 

More formal credibility bounds can be generated from the probability distributions 
generated above. We calculate 95% confidence intcrvals around the expected value of 
Xr by fir:;l calculating thc expected deviation for central parity 

Erx,l ~ r x,t(x,)doc, 
-inf 

then finding the values L and U which satisfy 

fl'·' J f(x,)doc, = 0.475 
l. 

(14) 

(15) 
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Figure 9 
95% Confidence Inlervals for Deviations from Central Parity 
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J f(x1)d.x, = 0.475 

E[x1] 

(16) 

We use these upper and lower bounds to calculate confidence intervals for 
expected realignment according to 

E[8c11realignment] = &1 E[óxrlno realignment] 

[8c
1
1announced] 

(17) 

If zero falls outside of lhese confidence intcrvals, the market is expecting a 
realignment of the central parity and the exchange rate regime is not credible. When 
zero falls within these bounds, lhe exchange rate is crcdiblc. 

Figures 9 and 1 O present these bounds for Mexico and Chile which are 95% 
confidence intervals for expected realignment. For Mexico, lhey look almosllhe same 
as the Svensson tests and therefore we will not describe the real time interpretation. 
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Fixure 10 
Chile: 95% Confidence Interval for Expected Deviations of CH$/$US 

frorn Central Parity 
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An interpretation of the Chilean bounds (figures 8, 10, and 11) is in ordcr at this 
point. As mcntioncd abovc, speaking about credibility of the Chilean zone is difficult 
dueto the continuous realignment ofthe central parity. But we can gauge in figure 11 
how well the private sector predicted the si:te and dircction of these realignments. The 
interbank market in Chile predicted all but two major realignments. The frrsl carne at 
the beginning of the period, 1985, when the devaluation of the central parity was larger 
than expected. Thc sccond camc at the end of the period, early 1992, when the 
appreciation of the central parity was larger than expected. 

Conclusions 

Thc objcctivc ofthis paper was to extract some useful Jessons hy hoth institutional and 
formal techniques from the use ofunilateral exchange rate target zones. The objectives 
and thc histories of thc two targct zones as well as the institutional design were clearly 
different in Mexico and Chile. The increased flexibility of the Mexican exchange rate 
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Figure 11 
Chile: 95% Confidence lnterval for Rxpected Realignments 

and Actual Realignments of the Central Parity 
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has improved the credibility of the exchange rate regime in Mexicu and has nut come 
at the cust uf slowing the rale uf dedine in the iní1ation rate. Thc dccision to widen tbe 
band furthcr has allowed Mexico to continue enjoying large capital inflows and avoid 
a collapse of its exchange rate regime. In Chile, the objective was to sustain Asian style 
cxport-lcd growth. Hcncc, the Chilcans have tolcrated perhaps a higher inflation rate 
to maintain expmt growth. 

One tendency common to both countries is that both targct zones have gencrated 
substantial mean reversion within the band. This has meant that interest rate variability 
has not been increased as a function of exchange rate policy and, therefore, the policies 
ha ve been credible. What is key here is that the bands ha ve allowed enough t1exibility 
of the exchange rate to avoid destabilizing hot money flows and therefore exchange 
rate policies have not led to instability. And, as inflation has fallen, the central banks 
ha ve choscn to allow thc markct to determine the exchange rate as opposed to a fixed 
or sliding peg entirely managed by the central bank. 

Of course, none ofthis would be possiblc without the incredlble fiscal adjustment 
achieved in Mexico over the last decade and the prior fiscal adjustment in Chile. Dut 
the analysis begs the question: why did thcsc countrles walt so long to move toa mar-
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ket based exchange rate? Allhough a full answcr gocs bcyond thc scopc of this paper, 
we feel the answer lies in the state of development and liberalization of the financia! 
system.4 Financialliberalization in Mexico carne only after fiscal adjustrnent and a 
slowing of thc inílation ratc. A rcturn to an opcn financia! market in Chile after the 
1982 collapse only occurred after a full fiscal consolidation including the reorganiza
tion offailed banks.5 Low inflation and fiscal consolidation ha ve allowed the financia} 
markcts in both countries to develop quickly, allowing a fuller development of the 
interbank market for foreign exchange in addition Lo other financia! instrumcnts. 

What sccms to be occurring in both Mexico and Chile is that these countries are 
using target zones to gradual! y move to market exchange rates. Such a use of target 
:mnes stands in sharp contrast to thc use in the EMS whose ultimate objective wali to 
move toa unified currency. The recent crumhling of such an effort and the experience 
of Mexico and Chile indicates that target zones may be a bettcr instrumcnt for moving 
to ílcxiblc ratherthan fixed exchange rates. Still, the evidence is preliminary, especial! y 
in the Mexican case, and deserves more attention from economic researchers. 
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